In recent years, workflow technology has greatly facilitated business process modeling and reengineering in information systems. On one hand, the separation of an application's control structure from the implementation of its task programs simplifies and speeds up application development. On the other hand, the run-time system assists users in coordinating and scheduling tasks of a business process. As a result, the cost of doing business is reduced, and business enterprises become more responsive to new business requirements and opportunities, hence, become more competitive in the market. Several formal methods have been proposed for specifying and modeling workflows. However, most workflows are designed manually, which becomes a time-consuming and error-prone procedure when a workflow involves hundreds or thousands of task programs. A recent approach is to generate workflow automatically from a task library and a specification of the desired outcome. In this paper, we define the notions of positive and negative dependency graphs for a task library to represent the dependencies among tasks in the library. Based on these dependencies, we identified sufficient conditions for a task library to be complete, and the conditions for a workflow postcondition to be realizable from a task library. We also identified a sufficient and necessary condition for the completeness of a class of task libraries, called S-task libraries.
Introduction
In recent years, workflow technology has greatly facilitated business process modeling and reengineering in information systems. A workflow models a business process, which typically consists of several business activities. Each activity (modeled as a task) represents some unit of work, e.g., a particular application program, or an email. A Workflow Management System (WFMS) is a cooperative information system which defines, manages, and executes a workflow. The control logic of an application is modeled in a workflow as control and data dependency among its constituent tasks. An example of a negotiation workflow is shown in Figure 1 , in which nodes represent tasks, and arcs describe their execution ordering. The workflow in Figure 1 describes a negotiation between parties A and B. It starts with the execution of task Start(A, B), in which A establishes a connection to B and makes an initial bid. During negotiation, either party can choose to accept an offer or provide a counter offer by executing task Neg(x) where input parameter x takes the identifier of the acting party (A or B in this example). If one party chooses to accept an offer, the other party will agree with the acceptance by executing task Agree(x). Thereafter, both parties enter the settlement stage a . Based on the number of brokerage branches involved in the negotiation, a result obtained by executing task BrokerageHouse, either the branches corresponding to both parties settle the deal by executing Settle(x) for all x ∈ {A, B} (the right box), or if both parties are from the same branch, that branch settles the deal by executing Settle(x) for some x ∈ {A, B} (the left box).
Workflow technology has been very successful, and currently there are hundreds of commercial systems on the market that support workflow features [30, 22] . This success is due to the following two advantages:
• The separation of an application's control structure from the implementation of its task programs simplifies and speeds up application development.
• The run-time system provides an engine which coordinates and schedules tasks of a business process. This greatly facilitates business operations: users run the system and the system runs the business for them.
a A real trade negotiation workflow would allow both parties to withdraw from the negotiation before they enter the settlement stage.
As a result, the cost of doing business is reduced, and business enterprises become more responsive to new business requirements and opportunities and hence become more competitive in the market.
However, to this end, most workflows are designed manually and the designer needs to understand complicated business requirements and intricate control and data dependencies among different tasks. This is time-consuming and error-prone, since a business process typically involves hundreds or thousands of task programs. This motivates the research on algorithms for automatic generation of workflows based on a specification of its desired outcome and a task library. The idea is that the semantics of each task is described in terms of precondition and postcondition, each of which is a first-order logic formula. The desired outcome of the workflow to be generated is also specified in terms of a first-order logic formula. An automatic workflow generation algorithm will choose a set of tasks from the library and compose them into a workflow using standard workflow constructs such that, if the workflow is executed, the desired outcome will be achieved. An algorithm that generates a workflow automatically in this fashion is described in detail in [20] .
In general, given a task library, not all possible workflows are realizable due to the fact that, some necessary tasks might be missing in the library or there exist some conflicting dependencies among tasks (e.g., t 1 needs t 2 to be done first, and t 2 needs t 1 to be done first). In this paper, we identify the conditions for a task library L to be complete (will be formally defined later) in the sense that any reasonable workflow postconditions (to be explained later) are realizable from L. We also identify the conditions for a workflow postcondition to be realizable when the task library is incomplete. These theoretical results can be used to improve the efficiency of automatic workflow generation algorithms and help us to understand the interplay among tasks of a workflow in terms of their dependencies. A general workflow model is defined in [20] , which is expressive enough to represent various workflow constructs, preconditions and postconditions. In this paper, however, we limit ourselves to a simplified workflow model which will be defined in the next section. Our results can be viewed as a first step towards identifying the completeness and realizability conditions for the general workflow model which would be an exciting and challenging future work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines the simplified workflow model that our results are applicable, and formalizes the notions of completeness and realizability. Section 3 introduces the concept of a dependency graph which captures the dependencies among tasks in a task library. Section 4 and Section 5 present the conditions for completeness and realizability respectively. Section 6 discusses related work on workflows. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and points out some future work along this direction.
Problem definitions
In [20] , we have developed an automatic workflow generation algorithm for the general workflow model [18] . In this paper, we solve the completeness and realizability problems for a simplified workflow model, thus providing a basis for solving these problems for the general workflow model. In the following, we present this simplified workflow model, and define the completeness and realizability problems.
We model the state of a workflow as an assignment of boolean values to a set of propositions. Only the execution of a task can change the state of a workflow. The specification of a task is defined as follows.
Definition 1 Task model A task specification is a triple
{P } T [Q]( 1 )
where P and Q are conjunctions of literals (propositions or their negations). P is called
T 's precondition, while Q is called T 's postcondition. We also denote the precondition and postcondition of T as pre(T ) and post(T ) respectively. The semantics of executing task T with specification {P } T [Q] is defined as follows: T must be executed in a state that satisfies T 's precondition to ensure the correctness of its execution, and if T is initiated in a state P that implies P , then when T terminates, the resulting state can be characterized by result(P , Q) = (P − Q) ∧ Q, where − represents P with every literal l deleted if l ∈ Q or ¬l ∈ Q.
For example, given P = a ∧ b ∧ ¬c, and task specification {a ∧ b} T {¬b ∧ c ∧ d}, we have
The result(P , Q) function formalizes the following operational semantics where Q + (or Q − ) represents the set of positive (or negative) literals in Q:
1. For each literal l such that l ∈ Q + , its value becomes true.
2. For each literal l such that ¬l ∈ Q − , its value becomes false.
3. For each literal in l ∈ P such that l, ¬l / ∈ Q, its value remains unchanged.
We consider a workflow as a sequence of tasks created from a task library. The specification of a workflow is defined as follows.
Definition 2 Workflow specification A workflow specification is a triple
where P and Q are conjunctions of literals.
We say a workflow specification {P } W {Q} is valid (or correct) iff when W is initiated in a state satisfying P and it terminates, the resulting state satisfies Q.
We make the following two assumptions:
1. Initially, all propositions are false. This is actually not a restriction since one can always make this assumption true by substitution. For example, if a ∧ ¬b is initially true, then we can let a = ¬a, then this formula becomes ¬a ∧ ¬b, i.e., all propositions are initially false. This assumption is only for the convenience of the presentation of our proofs.
Given a task library L, let U(L) denote the set of propositions in L.
We assume any proposition p ∈ U(L) appears in some post(T ) + . This is not a restriction either, since if p does not appear in any post(T ) + , then obviously no workflow can be constructed from L such that its execution will make p true. Automatic workflow generation is itself an interesting research problem. A preliminary algorithm based on a general workflow model has been designed and implemented in [20] . In this paper, our focus is to answer the following two related problems: (1) realizability: given a task library L, a workflow precondition wpre and postcondition wp, can we realize a workflow from L that achieves wp? (2) completeness: given a task library L, a workflow precondition wpre, is each reasonable workflow postcondition wp realizable? The motivation for the realizability problem is that we can decide if a particular workflow postcondition is realizable before we synthesize the workflow, which is a more time-consuming process. The motivation for the completeness problem is that completeness of a library is a very desirable property since it eliminates the possibility of failures in automatic workflow generation; the conditions for completeness help the designer to identify which additional tasks are needed to make the library complete. Suppose task library L contains the following task specifications:
• {¬b}
L is complete since all workflow postconditions are realizable from L. 2
Dependency graph
A positive dependency graph is a graph which reflects the order in which all propositions in U(L) become true in a workflow. Consider a task T in library L, such that q ∈ post(T ) + . If T is used in a workflow, then each proposition p in pre(T ) + needs to be true prior to the execution of T . Hence p becomes true before q, and this is reflected by a directed edge from p to q in the positive dependency graph of L. Suppose task library L 1 has the following task specifications:
Definition 5 Positive dependency graph
The positive dependency graph of L 1 is shown in Figure 2 which is cyclic. L 1 is incomplete since workflow postcondition a ∧ b is not realizable. − needs to be false prior to the execution of T . Hence, if q ultimately becomes true, it does so after p becomes true, and this is reflected by a directed edge from p to q in the negative dependency graph. Similarly, if q ∈ post(T ) − and q ultimately becomes true, then q has to be made true by another task after p is made true by T , and this is reflected by a directed edge from p to q in the negative dependency graph. Definition 6 Negative dependency graph The negative dependency graph of a task library L is a graph that is created as follows: We say that q negatively depends on p, denoted by p −→ -q, if there exists a path from p to q in the negative dependency graph of L, q directly negatively depends on p if the length of this path is equal to 1, otherwise, we say q indirectly negatively depends on p. Two propositions are negatively incompatible if they negatively depend on one another. The negative dependency graph is cyclic if there exist two negatively incompatible propositions; otherwise, it is acyclic.
Example 3.2
Suppose task library L 2 has the following task specifications:
The negative dependency graph of L 2 is shown in Figure 3 which is cyclic. L 2 is incomplete since workflow postcondition a ∧ b is not realizable. Suppose task library L 3 has the following task specifications:
where any state satisfies true. The negative dependency graph of L 3 is shown in Figure 4 which is cyclic. L 3 is incomplete since the workflow postcondition a ∧ b is not realizable from
Figure 4: L 3 's negative dependency graph is cyclic
Definition 7 Dependency graph We define the dependency graph of a task library L as the combined graph of both the positive and negative dependency graphs of L.
We say that q depends on p, denoted by p −→ * q, if there exists a path from p to q in the dependency graph, q directly depends on p if the length of this path is equal to 1, otherwise, we say q indirectly depends on p. Two propositions are incompatible if they depend on one another. The dependency graph is cyclic if there exist two incompatible propositions; otherwise, it's acyclic. Example 3. 4 Suppose task library L 4 has the following task specifications:
• {b}
• {¬c ∧ b}
.
The positive and negative dependency graphs of L 4 are shown in Figure 5 and 6 respectively, and the dependency graph of L 4 is shown in Figure 7 . Although both the positive and negative dependency graphs of L 4 are acyclic, the dependency graph is cyclic. 
Completeness condition
Examples 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 suggest that "if either the positive or the negative dependency graph of a task library L is cyclic, then L is incomplete". However this is not true as shown in the following counter-example.
Example 4.1
Suppose task library L 5 has the following task specifications:
Although both the positive and negative dependency graphs of L 5 are cyclic, L 5 is complete since all workflow postconditions are realizable from it. 2 Therefore, the acyclicity of the positive and negative dependency graphs of a task library L is not a necessary condition for L's completeness. The following example shows it is not a sufficient condition either since task library L is still incomplete although both its positive and negative dependency graphs are acyclic.
Example 4.2
Suppose task library L 6 has the following task specifications:
Although both the positive and negative dependency graphs of L 6 are acyclic, L 6 is incomplete since workflow postcondition c ∧ ¬b is not realizable from it. 2 One observation regarding the incompleteness of the above task library is: to make c true, b must be made true first. However, the workflow postcondition requires b to be false, and we have no tasks in L to make b false. Therefore, as part of the condition in Theorem 1 (to be introduced soon) for the completeness of a task library, we require that each proposition p has a compensating task T p in the task library whose execution negates p. The notion of a compensating task is defined as follows. Suppose task library L has the following task specifications:
Definition 8 Compensating task
• {a}
• {¬c ∧ b} T 4 [d].
•
and all propositions are compensatable. Both the positive ( Figure 5 ) and negative ( Figure  6 ) dependency graphs of L are acyclic although the combined dependency graph ( Figure  7 ) is cyclic, thus Completeness Condition I is satisfied. Let seq
, then the execution of Realize1(seq + ) (shown in Figure 8 ) is as follows:
1. Initially, ¬a ∧ ¬b ∧ ¬c ∧ ¬d ∧ ¬e is true.
T 1 is executed and a ∧ ¬b ∧ ¬c ∧ ¬d ∧ ¬e becomes true (1st iteration of the while loop).
3. T 2 is executed and a ∧ b ∧ c ∧ ¬d ∧ ¬e becomes true (2nd iteration of the while loop). 8. Now all propositions are true, we exit from the while loop and the execution of Realize1(seq + ) is finished. 
while(some propositions in seq + are f alse){ 4) let q be the f irst proposition that is f alse in seq
execute CT p to make p f alse 8) execute T to make q true 9) } 10) } Figure 8 :
To prove that Realize1(seq + ) terminates, we use an n-bit integer number N to encode the values of propositions in sequence seq − . In particular, we use the j th bit of N to encode the value of the j th proposition in seq − , where 1 encodes true and 0 encodes false. During each iteration of the while loop (lines 3 through 9), T executes correctly since it is always initiated in a state satisfying pre(T ):
• All propositions in pre(T )
− are false prior to T 's execution, since compensating tasks are executed for each proposition in pre(T )
− that is true (lines 6 and 7).
• All propositions in pre(T ) + are true since they precede q in seq + and q is the first proposition that is false in seq + .
Also, each iteration of the while loop makes all propositions in pre(T ) − false, and then all propositions in post(T ) + (which includes q) true, and all propositions in post(T ) − false. Since all propositions in pre(T ) − and post(T ) − follow q in seq − , each iteration increases N strictly.
The monotonic increasing property of the value of N during each iteration ensures that N will finally reach a value in which all bits are 1. At that time, Realize1(seq + ) terminates. The termination condition implies that all propositions are true. Step 1: Let seq + be an arbitrary, topologically ordered, sequence of all propositions in U(L) from the positive dependency graph of L. Execute Realize1(seq + ), and consequently all propositions become true (according to Lemma 1).
Step 2: Execute a task sequence consisting of the compensating tasks of the propositions in wp − such that all and only propositions in wp − become false. Now wp is realized.
b Our proof is constructive by composing a total order of tasks as a workflow. It is possible to compose a partial order of tasks to allow concurrency, but we decided not to do so for the readability of the proof.
2
Note that the condition in Theorem 1 can be checked in O(n) where n is the size of the dependency graph of the task library.
We have seen that the acyclicity of the positive and negative dependency graphs of a task library L is neither a sufficient nor a necessary condition for the completeness of L. In the following, we provide some scenarios to explain why it is neither a sufficient nor a necessary condition.
Not sufficient. Some propositions cannot be negated once they become true, and this can cause some workflow postcondition to be unrealizable and hence L to be incomplete. See Example 4.2.
Not necessary. Some propositions are made true by several tasks and this causes cycles in the positive or negative dependency graph. If these "redundant" tasks were deleted, the library of the remaining tasks would be complete. See the following example. Example 4. 4 Suppose task library L has the following task specifications:
The negative dependency graph of L is cyclic, however L is complete since, if we deleted T 3 from L, then the library of the remaining task specifications L is complete because it has an acyclic negative dependency graph. 2 Not necessary. Some task make several propositions true at the same time and this causes cycles in the positive or negative dependency graph. However, the task library is still complete with these cycles. See the following example.
Example 4.5
Suppose task library L has the following task specifications:
The negative dependency graph of L is cyclic, however L is complete since all workflow postconditions are realizable from L. 2 Based on the above observations, in the following, we identify a class of task libraries, called S-task libraries, such that an S-task library L is complete if and only if both of its positive and negative dependency graphs are acyclic. S-task library is defined as follows.
Definition 10 S-task library An S-task library L is a task library with the following properties:
• Each proposition in L is compensatable.
• Each proposition in L has exactly one task that makes it true.
• Each task in L makes at most one proposition true.
Theorem 2 An S-task library L is complete if and only if both of its positive and negative dependency graphs are acyclic.
Proof: If: it follows from the proof of Theorem 1. Only if: we prove by contradiction that both the positive and negative dependency graphs are acyclic.
• Suppose there is a cycle in L's positive dependency graph. Since L is complete, there exists a workflow W that makes all propositions true. Since W is a sequence of tasks, and each task can make at most one proposition true (definition of S-task library), propositions are made true one after another (a particular proposition may be made true several times during the course of executing W , but that does not concern us here). Suppose p is the first proposition in the cycle that is made true by W . Let q be the proposition that precedes p immediately in the cycle. Since there exists exactly one task T that makes p true (definition of S-task library), we have p ∈ post(T ) + and q ∈ pre(T ) + . Therefore, to make p true, one needs to make q true first. This contradicts the assumption that p is the first proposition that is made true by W in the cycle.
• Suppose there is a cycle in L's negative dependency graph. Since L is complete, there exists a workflow W that makes all propositions true. Suppose p is the last proposition in the cycle that is made true by W . Let q be the proposition that follows p immediately in the cycle. Since there exists exactly one task T that makes p true (definition of Stask library), we have p ∈ post(T ) + , and q ∈ (pre(T ) − ∪ post(T ) − ). Therefore, after the execution of T , p is true but q is false. This contradicts the assumption that p is the last proposition that is made true by W in the cycle.
2.
Also note that the condition in Theorem 2 can be checked in O(n) where n is the size of the dependency graph of the task library.
The Completeness Condition I requires that each proposition of the task library is compensatable. However, in many cases, not all propositions are compensatable. For example, once an airticket is purchased, it might not be refundable. Example 2.2 shows that a task library might still be complete even though some propositions are not compensatable. In the following, we identify a class of propositions, called ISO propositions, which are not required to be compensatable for the completeness of a task library. The definition of ISO propositions captures the following ideas:
• No other propositions depend on ISO propositions positively. Therefore, we do not need to make ISO propositions true unless they appear in the workflow postcondition positively.
• Any task that makes ISO proposition p true makes p true ONLY. Therefore, if post(T ) + contains some non-ISO proposition, then it cannot possibly contain any ISO proposition.
We define ISO propositions as follows: Definition 11 ISO proposition Given a task library L, a proposition p is an ISO proposition if:
• No proposition depends on p positively.
• No task in L makes p true while making another proposition q true.
The set of all ISO propositions in L is denoted by ISO(L), and the set of all non-ISO propositions in L is denoted by nonISO(L).
In
We identify the following so called Completeness Condition II as another sufficient condition for the completeness of a task library.
Definition 12 Completeness Condition II The following conditions of a task library L is called Completeness Condition II:
1. Both the positive and negative dependency graphs of L are acyclic.
Each proposition is either a compensatable or an ISO proposition.
Before we prove that Completeness Condition II is a sufficient condition for the completeness of a task library, we first prove Lemma 2: Suppose task library L satisfies Completeness Condition II, and let seq + (and seq − ) be an arbitrary, topologically ordered, sequence of all propositions in U(L) from the positive (and negative) dependency graph of L, and let wp be an arbitrary workflow postcondition, then the execution of procedure Realize2(seq + , seq − , wp) (shown in Figure 12 ) terminates in a state in which all propositions in nonISO(L) ∪ wp + are true and all other propositions are false. The strategy is as follows:
1. The while loop (lines 7 through 13) makes all non-ISO propositions true.
The for loop (lines 5 through 20) makes each proposition in ISO(L) ∩ wp
+ true in a topological order from the negative dependency graph of L. More details will follow in the proof of Lemma 2. The following example illustrates how Realize2(seq + , seq − , wp) works. Example 4. 6 Suppose task library L has the following task specifications:
• {¬b} T 2 [a].
• {¬a ∧ ¬b ∧ c}
• {¬a}
and all propositions except d and e are compensatable. According to the definition of ISO propositions, a, b and c are non-ISO propositions, d and e are ISO propositions. In addition, both the positive ( Figure 9 ) and negative ( Figure 10 ) dependency graphs of L are acyclic although the combined dependency graph (Figure 11) 
4)
containing all propositions in ISO(L) ∩ wp
let q be the f irst non − ISO proposition in seq + that is f alse 9)
choose arbitrarily a task T such that q ∈ post(T )
execute CT p to make p f alse 12) execute T to make q true 13) } 14)
assert{all First we prove that the first while loop (lines 7 through 13) terminates and makes all propositions in nonISO(L) true.
• To prove that the while loop terminates, we use an n-bit integer number N to encode the values of propositions in sequence seq − . In particular, we use the j th bit of N to encode the value of the j th proposition in seq − , where 1 encodes true and 0 encodes false.
• During each iteration of the first while loop, T executes correctly since it is always initiated in a state satisfying pre(T ):
-All propositions in pre(T ) − are false prior to T 's execution, since compensating tasks are executed for each proposition in pre(T )
− that is true (lines 10 and 11).
-All propositions in pre(T ) + must be true since they precede q in seq + and they must be non-ISO propositions, and q is the first false non-ISO proposition in seq + .
• • The monotonic increasing property of the value of N during each iteration ensures that N will finally reach a value in which all the bits corresponding to non-ISO propositions are 1. At that time, the while loop terminates and all non-ISO propositions are true.
Second, we prove that the for loop (lines 5 through 20) makes all propositions in ISO(L)∩ wp
+ true:
• The first while loop makes all non-ISO propositions true.
• T executes correctly (line 19) since it is always initiated in a state satisfying pre(T ):
-All propositions in pre(T ) − must be false since prior to T 's execution, compensating tasks are executed for each proposition in pre(T ) − that is true (lines 17 and 18).
-All propositions in pre(T )
+ must be true since they precede r i in seq + and they must be non-ISO propositions, and they must have been made true by the first while loop. 
Theorem 3 If task library L satisfies Completeness Condition II, then L is complete.
Proof: For an arbitrary workflow postcondition wp, a workflow that realizes wp can be constructed in the following two steps:
1. Let seq + (and seq − ) be an arbitrary, topologically ordered, sequence of all propositions in U(L) from the positive (and negative) dependency graph of L. Execute Realize2(seq + , seq − , wp) described in Figure 12 , then the execution terminates and all propositions in nonISO(L) ∪ wp + become true and other propositions remain false (according to Lemma 2).
Execute the compensating task for each non-ISO proposition in wp
− , then all propositions in wp − become false, and wp is realized.
2
Note that the condition in Theorem 3 can be checked in O(n) where n is the size of the dependency graph of the task library.
Realizability condition
Given a task library L, a workflow postcondition wp is realizable from L if a workflow W can be constructed from L such that after W is executed, wp is true. If L is universal, then any workflow postcondition consisting of propositions in U(L) is realizable from L. In this section, we identify some conditions such that, if a task library L and a workflow postcondition wp satisfies these conditions, then wp is realizable from L (even though L is not universal).
Theorem 4 identifies a sufficient condition for a workflow postcondition wp to be realizable from a task library L when no compensating tasks are present. First, we observe that we might need to negate a proposition for two reasons:
• A proposition q might need to be true at one point in a workflow since another proposition depends on it positively, but q might need to be false later as required by the workflow postcondition or the precondition of another task. For example, in Example 4.2, c depends on b positively. To realize c ∧ ¬b, one first needs to execute T 1 to make b true, and then execute T 2 to make c true. However, b needs to be subsequently negated as required by the workflow postcondition. If the task library has no task to negate b, then c ∧ ¬b is not realizable. Condition 2 of Theorem 4 requires that b does not appear negatively in the workflow postcondition and the precondition of any task, therefore a compensating task for b is not necessary.
• A proposition q might be made true as a "side effect" when we execute a task T to make another proposition p true (post(T ) + contains both p and q). q might need to be false subsequently as required by the workflow postcondition or the precondition of another task. For example, in Example 4.2, to realize b∧¬c, we execute T 1 which makes both b and c true. c needs to be negated as required by the workflow postcondition. If the task library has no task to negate c, then b ∧ ¬c is not realizable. Condition 2 of Theorem 4 requires that c does not appear negatively in the workflow postcondition and the precondition of any task, therefore a compensating task for c is not necessary.
Theorem 4 replaces condition 2 of the Completeness Condition I by condition 2 of the theorem so that propositions do not need to be negated once they become true. Figure 13 and it does not use compensating tasks. We prove that the execution of Realize3(seq + , Q) makes all propositions in Q true.
Theorem 4 Given a task library L and a workflow postcondition wp.
To prove that the while loop in Realize3 terminates, we use an n-bit integer number N to encode the values of propositions in sequence seq − . In particular, we use the j th bit of N to encode the value of the j th proposition in seq − , where 1 encodes true and 0 encodes false. First, during each iteration of the while loop, the execution correctness of T is ensured since it is initiated in a state satisfying pre(T ):
• All propositions in pre(T ) − are false prior to the execution of T since no previous iteration would make them true according to condition 2 of the theorem.
• All propositions in pre(T ) + are true prior to the execution of T since they are in Q, they precede q in seq + and q is the first proposition of Q which is false in seq + .
Second, each iteration of the while loop makes some proposition q (as indicated in line 4, q is the first proposition that is false during that iteration) true and propositions in post(T ) Note that the condition in Theorem 4 can be checked in O(n) where n is the size of the dependency graph of the task library.
while(some propositions in Q are f alse){ 4) let q ∈ Q be the f irst proposition that is f alse in seq +
5) choose a task T that satisf ies the property 6)
specif ied in condition 2 of the theorem 7)
execute T to make q true 8) } 9) } Completeness Condition II in Theorem 3 requires that each proposition is either a compensatable or an ISO proposition for the completeness of a task library. What if a task library has some propositions that are neither compensatable nor ISO propositions?
Theorem 5 identifies a sufficient condition for a workflow postcondition wp to be realizable from a task library L when some propositions are neither compensatable nor ISO propositions. In particular, condition 2 of the theorem ensures that it is not necessary to negate these propositions once they become true. 
Related work and discussion
Workflow technologies originated from the work on business reengineering and office automation in the 1970s. Since then a substantial effort has been devoted to this area as corporations automate their business processes. Currently, there are hundreds of commercial systems on the market. In [30, 22] , some of the most typical products are reviewed.
Workflows evolved from transactions as the limitations of atomicity and isolation became evident in distributed and heterogeneous systems. Serializability had long been recognized as a performance bottleneck, and database systems all provide less restrictive notions of isolation. On the research side, the nested transaction model [23] was introduced to generalize the concept of atomicity, and the multilevel model [36] was introduced to enhance performance by taking advantage of the semantics of applications. These models, however, preserved the basic concepts of atomicity and isolation.
A more radical departure from the basic transaction model came with extended transaction models, e.g., the ACTA model [9] , Flex [28] , ConTract [29] . Both atomicity and isolation are relaxed. A review of these extended transaction models are summarized in [12, 21] , and their application in workflow systems can be found in [17, 16] . To deal with advanced applications in which long-lived transactions are present, some researchers propose to decompose transactions into steps to increase concurrency while ensuring semantic correctness [6, 18, 5] .
The workflow model generalizes these models with more constructs [20] and broader functionality [3] . According to the workflow reference model [15] provided by the Workflow Management Coalition, a workflow describes a business process, and a Workflow Management System (WFMS) defines, manages, and executes a workflow using the workflow logic to control the initiation of tasks.
Several formal methods have been proposed for specifying and modeling workflows. These include event algebra [33] , state charts [24] , Petri nets [34, 1] , temporal logic [35] , and concurrent transaction logic [11] . However, most of these approaches, although formal, assume the workflow is correct if the constraints on data and control flow are satisfied during execution. Whether the final state of the whole workflow is a desired one or not is neither specified nor proved. Since workflows are designed manually in these frameworks, designers are required to understand complicated business requirements and intricate control and data dependencies among different tasks. This becomes an error-prone and time-consuming procedure when a workflow involves hundreds or thousands of tasks. This has motivated recent effort on automatic workflow generation [20, 31, 10] . In [20] , we have developed a formal workflow model in which workflows can be constructed from a library of tasks to promote task reuse. The semantics of tasks and workflows is specified in terms of preconditions and postconditions, and a sound inference rule is established to specify the semantics of each workflow construct. Based on this model, an algorithm has been developed to generate a workflow automatically from a task library and a specification of the desired outcome.
The problem of automatic workflow generation is closely related to the problem of propositional STRIPS planning in artificial intelligence, which is to find a sequence of actions to achieve a goal from a given initial state. The readers are referred to [2] and [14] for surveys on the planning literature. In general, propositional STRIPS planning is intractable [8] , hence, in practice, planning systems are built based on various heuristics or restrictions over the expressiveness of actions and formulas [8, 25] . Currently, GRAPHPLAN [7] and SATPLAN [19] are considered among the most efficient planning systems.
In contrast to the propositional STRIPS planning model, the workflow domain has the following characteristics:
• In its full generality, in the planning domain, there are few restrictions on actions (e.g., a robot can pick up and put down an object an arbitrary number of times). Therefore, the search space is large and the problem is intractable. We believe in the workflow domain, each task generally achieves a significant, durable result (e.g., update a bank account). If it runs successfully, it generally needs to be run only once (or a bounded number of times) in a workflow execution. In the literature, the unique-event property assumption is made for this purpose [11, 32] . As a result, the search for a solution is greatly simplified.
• In the planning domain, there are usually no ordering relationships between propositions. In the workflow domain, as each task gets executed, the workflow state should be updated to reflect the "progress" that has been made. In this paper, the notion of "progress" is formalized by a hierarchical structure of a task library, i.e., the acyclicity of its dependency graph. This hierarchical structure will significantly reduce the size of the problem search space and may lead to efficient algorithms.
• While this paper only investigates the completeness and realizability problems for the simplified workflow model in which a workflow only consists of a sequence of tasks, a general workflow model contains workflow constructs such as conditionals and parallels (see [20] for the definitions of all the workflow constructs and their semantics). These constructs introduce a harder version of the realizability problem [4, 26, 27, 13] .
The first two characteristics suggest that there might exist efficient algorithms for automatic workflow generation; the last characteristic implies that existing planning algorithms are not directly applicable to automatic workflow generation.
An interesting aspect of the results presented here is that all the conditions stated in the theorems can be checked in polynomial time, and when the conditions are satisfied, workflows can be generated in polynomial time as well. However, to determine if a given planning instance has any solution is generally PSPACE-complete [8] . This paradox is due to our restriction over the structure of a task library: it must be hierarchical by exhibiting some kind of acyclicity in its dependency graphs. In this paper, we have identified the completeness and realizability conditions for a simplified workflow model. This provides a first step towards identifying similar conditions for the general workflow model. Practically, these results can be used in an automatic workflow generation algorithm in the following ways:
• A workflow generation algorithm can check these conditions efficiently. When they are satisfied, it can notify the user immediately prior to the generation of workflows, which may take much longer.
• More efficient workflow generation algorithms might exist when a task library satisfies these conditions. For example, for the simplified workflow model, as illustrated in the proof of Theorem 1, a workflow can be generated in polynomial time in terms of the number of tasks in the task library.
• If a workflow solution cannot be found, the system gives a hint information about what can be done to make a workflow postcondition realizable. Identifying where the conditions for completeness and realizability are violated is one way of generating this information.
• Since completeness implies realizability and the condition for realizability is weaker than the condition for completeness, we will check the realizabilty condition only after the completeness condition fails. Their conditions are different and correspond to different workflow generation algorithms.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we defined the notions of positive and negative dependency graphs for a task library L to capture the dependencies between propositions of L. Based on these dependency graphs, we identified some sufficient conditions for a task library L to be complete, and the conditions for a workflow postcondition wp to be realizable from the task library L. We also identified a sufficient and necessary condition for the completeness of a class of task libraries, called S-task libraries. However, these results are for a simplified workflow model only.
Future research includes the investigation of the possibility of weakening these sufficient conditions, the investigation of similar conditions for the general workflow model defined in [20] and their applications to the automatic workflow generation algorithms.
